
WRITING AN EXPLANATION TEXT ABOUT TSUNAMI

A text describing how a tsunami happens is categorized as an example of explanation text. Each explanation text in
English shows how a thing happen or.

Finally, put it in another big pot. There they found Snow White sleeping. Edit it necesarily. A tsunami is a
series of waves generated when water in a lake or a sea is rapidly displaced on a massive scale. After dinner,
the disguised queen left the sheiks camp. Explanation, it is commonly used the passive voice in building the
text. Narrative Complication in Generic Structure As it is said many times that, the heart of narrative text is
the existence of the complication. Language Feature Featuring generic participant; sun, rain, etc Using
chronological connection; to begin with, next, etc Using passive voice pattern Using simple present tense 4.
Generic structure of Explanation General statement; stating the phenomenon issues which are to be explained.
Without question, Hakim is the most generous of you she announced her choice to the sheiks. Resolution:
Showing the way of participant to solve the crises, better or worse 3. In that parrot story, the first paragraph is
the orientation where reader finds time and place set up and also the participant as the background of the story.
Tsunami The term of tsunami comes from the Japanese which means harbour "tsu" and wave "nami". Below is
the sample! He liked fishing. Taken from: www. At this stage they are either exported in this form or changed
into pulp by chemicals and heat. Using present tense; the earth is actually closer to the sun. After reading that
short example, then we will see the text organization below! Generic Structure of Narrative A narrative text
consists of the following structure: 1. The following is guided information on how to plant a chiliplant easily.
The revolution process causes the changes of the season C. Resolution 2 Meanwhile, the seven dwarfs were
coming home from work. They were married and live happily ever after. They were excited about this and
spent so much time choosing the dresses they would wear. Subduction of earthquakes are particularly effective
in generating tsunamis, and occur where denser oceanic plates slip under continental plates. Subduction of
earthquakes are particularly effective in generating tsunami it radiates across the ocean like ripples on a pond.
He could not believe what he saw at the chicken house.


